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of the missive factor as the negative one. Take, for example,
tallness and shortness, the person having received in his begin-
ning as a fertili/ed germ cell, a factor for tall ness from his
mother and a factor for shortness from his father. As we have
said, he has these two factors, or determiners, or genes, present
in r;»m» our of his many millions of body cells (but in different
chromosomes), and each has its influence on his development;
but supposing again that tallness is a dominant trait, it will tend
tn dominate in this individual over the factor for shortness, and
the person will be tall, at least comparatively so, for shortness,
as a recessive trait, will have receded from view. But when it
roiws tn this tall person's germ cells, one half will carry a gene
fur tallness and une half a gene for shortness, so he will be just
as likely to pass on to his offspring the characteristic of shortness
as that of tallness. If one of his marrying cells carrying short*
ness meets and unites with a marrying cell carrying a gene for
tallness, his child will again be tall, not because of his tallness
but because of the taltness with which he mated. Of course, it
goes without saying that if a, marrying cell of his carrying tall-
luss mates with a cell carrying a tall gene, the result will be a
tall individual. Hut if one of his germ cells carrying tallness
meets a cell carrying shortness, his child will tend once more
to be tail, but this time as a result of A/\v tallness, not that of his
mate's or his mate's ancestral lallness.
To summarize:
Tallness plus tallness equals tallness;
Shortness plus shortness equals shortness; but
Tallness plus shortness equals tallness; and
Shortness plus tallness equals tallness,
'because tallness is the dominant factor, and shortness recedes
from view, or is the recessive factor, (See Figs. 10, 11, 12.)
Of course, this cannot all be demonstrated so clearly in hu-
man beings, because of the many things aside from any one
gem* that probably influence growth and development. There
may be many genes that have to do with one's final height, and
no doubt other factors that enter into it. However, on the basis
of this theory one can make many interesting observations.

